
 
 
 
Empire United SA  - At Home Training  - U12 - U14 Age Groups - Week 4 
 

 
 
 
Location 
These training sessions are set up to be done in the backyard, on the driveway, or in the park. Make sure it’s always safe.  
 
Equipment: Ball, wall/rebounder, cones, watch. Water bottles, wood blocks or rocks can also be used as cones. 
 
The Training Session 
Each training session consists of several different parts; warming up, technique and fitness and warming down.  
The fitness part consists of endurance and speed work. Even though we have no idea when we will be back on the field 
again, we need to keep our current standards up and you should therefore be very demanding of yourself.  
Stay Fit and Stay Skilled!  
 
Basic Warming Up 
You will start each session with a basic warming up. Set up 2 cones, 12 yards apart.  CHECK OUT THE NEW VIDEO 
 
Technique 
The technical part will consist of dribbling skills and passing and receiving. Be very disciplined. If the activity asks for two 
touches, only use two touches. If it asks for using your left foot only, use your left foot only. When the activity asks for 
Opening Up, always receive with the furthest foot!  
 
If you have a partner and space, make sure to work on your long passing too. Stand 30, 40 yards apart and hit the ball, 
through the air, towards each other for 10, 15 minutes. The improvement you make in a short period of time, will astound 
you! 
 
Fitness 
The fitness part will consist of endurance and speed. Run around your block, but be safe. Obey the traffic rules. If you 
need to stay in the house, you could walk up and down the stairs. For the endurance part maintain a steady speed that is 
a little faster than jogging. Follow the instructions strictly, including the rest part.  
 
Game of the Week 
Every week we will present a Game of the Week. It will be a game in your age group (U12 - U14) from the best youth 
academies in the world.  
 
Enjoyment 
The most important part is always that you have fun. Make sure to do an outdoor activity, besides this soccer training 
program, at least once a day. Go bike, play basketball, or walk the dog for an hour. It's good for your body, your overall 
athletic skills and your BRAIN and MOOD! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XmfNBitPKwo


 
 
Empire United SA  - At Home Training  - U12 - U14 Age Groups - Week 5 
 

Week 5 - Session 1  Week 5 - Session 2 Week 5 - Session 3 

Basic Warming up  Basic Warming up  Basic Warming up  

   

Technique - Dribbling  
Set up 8 cones, cones 1 to 2 yards apart. 
6 x 90 seconds dribbling 
45 seconds rest in between 
Dribble past the cones and back.  
 
Use different variations of dribbling. See 
video. VIDEO LINK  

Technique - Dribbling  
Set up 8 cones, cones 1 to 2 yards apart. 
6 x 90 seconds dribbling 
45 seconds rest in between 
Dribble past the cones and back.  
 
Use different variations of dribbling. See 
video. VIDEO LINK  

Technique - Dribbling  
Set up 8 cones, cones 1 to 2 yards apart. 
6 x 90 seconds dribbling 
45 seconds rest in between 
Dribble past the cones and back.  
 
Use different variations of dribbling. See 
video. VIDEO LINK  

Active Rest - Juggling with a tennis ball.  
8 minutes.  VIDEO LINK 

Active Rest - Juggling with a tennis ball.  
8 minutes.  VIDEO LINK 

Active Rest - Juggling with a tennis ball.  
8 minutes. VIDEO LINK 

Obstacle Course with Soccer Balls 
 
With the use of items that you can find in 
the back yard and in the garage (cones, 
car tires, buckets, sticks, playset  and so 
forth) create an obstacle course. 
Find ways to incorporate a ball in certain 
areas for dribbling and shooting.  
 
Use your imagination! 
 
Make sure that within your course there 
are parts where you sprint, run, jog and 
even walk. Vary the speeds.  
4x4 minutes / 2 minutes rest in between 
each run. 
 
Here a video of an obstacle course with 
pro equipment. Think about ways you can 
do this with items you have around the 
house. Have fun! VIDEO LINK 

Technique - Passing /Opening Up  
 
Stand 8 yards from a wall.  
 
Pass the ball against the wall, receive the 
ball back standing half open, receive with 
the furthest foot. Dribble 4, 5 yards, make 
an inside or outside turn, dribble back and 
pass the ball against the wall again.  
 
Turn your body quickly, half open stance, 
receive again with the furthest foot, and so 
forth.  
 
Five Series of 8 passes against the wall.  
 
30 seconds rest in between each set.  
 
VIDEO LINK 

Obstacle Course with Soccer Balls 
 
With the use of items that you can find in 
the back yard and in the garage (cones, 
car tires, buckets, playset  and so forth) 
create an obstacle course. 
Find ways to incorporate a ball in certain 
areas for dribbling and shooting.  
 
Use your imagination! 
 
Make sure that within your course there 
are parts where you sprint, run, jog and 
even walk. Vary the speeds.  
4x4 minutes / 2 minutes rest in between 
each run. 
 
Here a video of an obstacle course with 
pro equipment. Think about ways you can 
do this with items you have around the 
house. Have fun! VIDEO LINK 

Sprints - 2 x 9 sprints of 17 yards. 100% 
sprint. 10 seconds rest between sprints.  3 
minutes rest between the two series. 

Acceleration Runs -  2 x 6 x 15 yards. 
From jog to run to 100% sprint at the end.  
Twenty seconds rest between each run. 
3 minutes rest between series. 

Sprints - 2 x 9 sprints of 17 yards. 100% 
sprint. 10 seconds rest between sprints.  3 
minutes rest between the two series. 

Warming Down 
Walk and stretch for 3 to 5 minutes 
VIDEO LINK 

Warming Down 
Walk and stretch for 3 to 5 minutes 
VIDEO LINK 

Warming Down 
Walk and stretch for 3 to 5 minutes 
VIDEO LINK 

GAME OF THE WEEK  U13 Boys Celtic - Liverpool SATANDER CUP 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FuNIEP6TBE&t=92s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMfLJynwyTk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMfLJynwyTk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMfLJynwyTk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQLnL8CG5dw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQLnL8CG5dw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQLnL8CG5dw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pmAiWgGeMk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xvorsszp8jk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pmAiWgGeMk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9Oi080QES4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9Oi080QES4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9Oi080QES4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pmAiWgGeMk

